Introduction.
Let D denote the set of points formed by the class of nX« square matrices z=(z¡k) (ISÍ1 k^n) of complex numbers for which the Hermitian matrices I -zz* are positive definite, where 2* = z' and /, z' and z denote the identity, transposed and complex conjugate matrices, respectively.
For simplicity, we use H>0 and H^O to mean that the Hermitian matrix H is positive definite and positive semi-definite, respectively.
Thus, D= [z: I -22*>0}. The variable 2 may be considered as a point in Euclidean space Ei£ of 2m2 real dimensions. By defining a neighborhood of a point z, for example, as the set of points w such that \wjk -zjk\ <e for arbitrary positive e (1 ¿j, kiín), it can be shown that the set D forms a convex bounded domain in E2n2. Let B denote the set of all «X« unitary matrices u. Thus the set B has dimension n% and B is a proper subset of the boundary of D. The closure of D is D= {2:1-22*^0}.
Here we consider the differential operator [3; 4] n n / n \ / n \ d2
(1) A = X) S ( Sjp -X) ZprZjr ) ( hq -S Z»î2»* ) ^-• (-1
Here we can find the maximum and minimum of /on S by Lagrange's method because it may be shown that (2) and (4) (9) by vst and summing t from 1 to n, and from (3) and (6) we obtain (10) -vjk = rkAjkA~ + 5jkAA.
Similarly, calculating dF/dv¡k, setting it equal to zero, multiplying the right-hand side by v,t and summing t from 1 to n, we get (11) -vjk = r¡AkjA + 5ikA 2.
Comparing (10) and (11) we obtain (12) rkAjkA = r¡Ik¡A.
Next, substituting vjk of (11) into (9) and setting dF/dvlt = 0, n (13) AjtA -tjA X) htÄki -VjtAÄ = 0.
Here by using (3), (12) and (13) -f <Ku)P(z V J R <j>p tends uniformly to » on every compact subset of D, or <j>p tends to a harmonic limit function <j> on D, uniformly on every compact subset of D.
